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PM’s comments at GLOBSEC regarding NATO and the war in Ukraine stir controversy  

Speaking at GLOBSEC, in response to the moderator’s question about his opinion why Russia launched 

its invasion of Ukraine in 2022, Georgia’s Prime-Minister replied: “I think everybody knows the reason”. 

On the additional question of the moderator: “I am not sure I do, what do you think it is?”, PM replied: 

“I think you know it well, and the audience knows it. One of the main reasons was NATO, NATO 

enlargement, right? and many other reasons.” The moderator asked for clarification: “you think that 

NATO enlargement provoked the war?” to what PM answered: “I do not want to speculate, and I do 

not want to quote the statements of the Russian government. But one of the reasons was Ukraine’s will 

and determination to become member of NATO, and so therefore, we see the consequence”. His 

comments sparked a major controversy in Georgia and also internationally. PM defended his remarks, 

stating that the next day the President of the European Commission made a speech and she also said 

that one of the reasons for this war is that Ukraine wants to be a member of the European family, and 

President Macron repeated the same, and moreover, he said that Ukraine and Georgia were given the 

prospect of joining NATO without any security guarantees, which led to Russia's aggression. He claimed 

that he had not said anything new, just a few days later, Ursula von der Leyen said the same in Bratislava, 

with a different wording, instead of the word "NATO", she used "European family". 

- Political opposition accused PM of blaming NATO enlargement as a cause of war which repeats 

Russian propaganda and damages Georgia’s NATO aspirations.  

- Politico reported on the news with a headline: “NATO aspirant country blames NATO for 

Russia’s war on Ukraine. Georgia wants to join the military alliance and the EU, but prime 

minister’s new remarks won’t go down well”. 

- MEPs were also highly critical of the PM’s remark, notably MEP Rasa Jukneviciene commented, 

“Говорит Москва” (Moscow is speaking).  

- Georgia’s Minister of Internal Affairs claimed that international partners are often disguised as 

friends but often scold them. He explained that what the PM spoke was true and nothing new – 

even Zelensky was saying that they would fight for the sake of NATO; also this has been stated 

on a number of occasions by world leaders, and the PM repeated it which is being repeated by 

others, including Zelensky. However, according to the minister, opposition was trying to create 

an elephant out of an ant. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qk1mtEnCn_o
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/758758-irakli-garibashvili-bratislavashi-chemma-gancxadebam-azhiotazhi-gamoicvia-minda-vkitxo-qvelas-ratom-ar-akritikeben-makronisa-da-ursula-pon-der-laienis-gancxadebebs
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/758248-irakli-garibashvili-me-axali-araperi-mitkvams-sul-ramdenime-dgis-shemdeg-kalbatoni-ursula-pon-der-laieni-gamovida-bratislavashi-sxva-pormulirebit-ubralod-sitqva-natos-magivrad-tkva-evropuli-ojaxi
https://www.politico.eu/article/georgia-blame-nato-russia-war-ukraine/
https://georgiatoday.ge/the-repercussions-of-pm-garibashvilis-message-to-europe-and-nato/
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/757977-vaxtang-gomelauri-saertashoriso-partniorebi-chveni-megobris-nigabkvesh-arian-amoparebulebi-tumca-xshirad-gvlanzgaven-rac-premierma-ilaparaka-iqo-sruli-simartle-opozicia-chianchvelisgan-spilos-shekmnas-cdilobs


 
 

 

- Other leaders of the Georgian Dream also defended PM, saying that PM has not said that Georgia 

is giving up on NATO or the European future”. Speaker of the Parliament called the criticism 

concerning this issue a disinformation campaign, and a classic example of formation and 

dissemination of propaganda messages by internal and external sources to discredit Georgia. 

According to him, those engaged in this campaign are those who oppose Georgia’s progress 

towards the EU and NATO.  

- Another GD leader clarified that “Georgia and later Ukraine became the target of Russian 

aggression because we wanted to make our own decisions about our future. We want our country 

to be free, sovereign and free. The choice of Georgia, our people and our government is the 

European family, Georgia's integration into the Western society, European and Euro-Atlantic 

space, and we are the government that, with the support of the people and society, wrote this 

historical choice into the Constitution…”.  

- Pro-Russian propagandists claimed that this question was posed to PM Garibashvili because they 

are trying to put pressure on Georgia and make Georgian government say something that will be 

later used against it with the overarching goal of overthrowing it and bringing into power their 

slaves which will then plunge Georgia into the war.  

GD (at least partially) accuses previous government of loss of territories in 2008 

In Bratislava, regarding the question whether the 2008 war was an act of aggression/unprovoked 

aggression, PM replied: “I do not want to go into details about that war because we have our own view: 

I mean if we were in the government – if this government, our government was in power – I think we 

would do everything possible to avoid that war”. Later in the response he called Russia’s actions 

aggression, and criticised the world of not paying enough attention, for instance imposing sanctions on 

Russia. This line regarding the 2008 war was repeated by other GD leaders, as well, thus at least partially 

blaming the previous UNM government for the outcomes of the war. For instance: 

- First Deputy Speaker of the Parliament, Giorgi Volski, stated that “Russia’s aggression was largely 

caused by those felonious mistakes and perhaps the treasonous position of the government of 

that time, which literally destroyed the roadmap of the US and the EU which we have been 

following with high intensity and efficiency. Since July 2006, so many surprising and suspicious 

mistakes have been made that you cannot think of anything other than the fact that there was a 

conspiracy and the government of the "National Movement" (UNM) helped the occupation of 

the territories [by Russia]”. 

- Mayor of Tbilisi and Secretary General of Georgian Dream, Kakha Kaladze claimed that in 2008 

Georgia lost the territories, villages, and many Georgian civilians and heroic soldiers died due to 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/758049-kaxa-kalaze-ver-momitant-premier-ministris-vercert-gancxadebas-sadac-mas-etkvas-rom-sakartvelo-uars-ambobs-nato-ze-an-evropul-momavalze
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/757987-shalva-papuashvili-shegizliat-aigot-adamianebis-sia-rogorc-kartvelebis-aseve-ucxoelebis-vinc-premieris-gancxadebaze-dezinpormaciuli-kampania-acia-da-gverdze-miucerot-rom-es-adamianebi-ecinaagmdegebian-evrokavshirsa-da-nato-shi-cinsvlas
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/757983-archil-talakvaze-irakli-garibashvili-aris-im-politikuri-gundis-lideri-romelmac-am-10-11-clis-ganmavlobashi-sakartveloshi-gaatara-realuri-evropuli-repormebi
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/758204-gia-volski-tu-rusetis-cinaagmdeg-ekonomikur-sankciebsa-da-sheiaragebul-konpliktshi-ar-vertvebit-es-chveni-interesitaa-ganpirobebuli-premieri-amis-shesaxeb-saubrobs-rasac-arc-erti-sitqva-ar-sheizleba-gamoaklo-da-dasamatebelic-araperia
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/758161-kaxa-kalaze-2008-cels-teritoriebi-nacionaluri-mozraobis-ugunuri-politikis-gamo-davkarget-mat-utxres-rom-unda-iqvnen-agshpotebulebi-da-gabrazebulebi-magram-tu-vinmes-ar-akvs-upleba-ilaparakos-okupirebul-teritoriebze-es-partiaa


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

the foolish policy of the "National Movement" (UNM). According to him, if Georgian Dream 

would have been in power, that disaster of 2008 would have happened.  

Pro-Kremlin media in Georgia name NATO as a reason for Russia’s full-scale aggression: 

- Anchor of a pro-Russian Sezoni TV used the comment of Germany’s FM Baerbock that Ukraine 

cannot join NATO until it is in war to disseminate propaganda about Georgia’s NATO 

integration. He claimed that the war, which already resulted in loss of territories (Abkhazia and 

Tskhinvali region) and lives for Ukraine, was a result of Ukraine striving towards NATO, and 

despite this NATO still decided to close its doors to Ukraine. Based on this, he stated that pro-

Western forces call on Georgia to continue on the path towards NATO despite NATO not 

admitting Georgia and causing the loss of territories. He argued that if Georgia is to be saved, 

NATO and EU integration policy should end. 

- According to anti-Western activist and host of pro-Russian Alt-Info, the war started because 

Ukraine turned towards the West, and Ukraine invited NATO and the EU into its state, increased 

the influence of the West. Hence, tensions started in 2014, with the help of Russia, and the 

citizens of Russia fought alongside the citizens of Ukraine alongside their compatriots against the 

pro-Western junta in Ukraine. The reason for this was that they do not want their world, as they 

call “the Russian Mir” (Russian World), to become the Western world. According to him, Russia 

has not started a full-scale war due to the EU or the increasing influence of the West, but Russia 

started a full-scale war after Ukraine’s talks about NATO became real and serious. 

Pro-Russian sources level up fearmongering by revolutions and chaos: 

- Pro-Russian Sezoni TV’s permanent host – an anti-Western lecturer – claimed that a pro-

Western opposition politician Helen Khoshtaria cooperated with Russian MP Sergei Gavrilov 

and caused unrest in Georgia with a preplanned scenario to damage Georgia and its people 

economically – referring to the controversial visit of Sergei Gavrilov in Georgia which sparked 

huge protests of June 20 in 2019 after which Russia banned direct flights to Georgia. 

- He also claimed that Georgia’s President Salome Zourabichvili was fueling unrest during 7-8 

March protests (against the “foreign agents bill”) from the US, and her visit to Brussels might also 

led to calls for revolution from her. According to propaganda, she was in the US during that time 

in order to then claim power in Georgia and hold snap parliamentary elections, however, the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsv4_41-DmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX3rEYdjRTs
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oKYnZ_WGtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oKYnZ_WGtA


 
 

 

plan was thwarted by Minister of Interior Gomelauri and the government who acted well but 

could not finish the business. 

- Soso Shatberashvili – head of Leftist Alliance – claimed while speaking on pro-Russian Alt-Info 

channel that the US is doing everything to cause destabilisation in Georgia, but could not manage 

to gain momentum in the public. He claimed that fifth column in Georgia – political opposition 

and NGOs – are trying to stir public outcry, most recently on the case of resumption of direct 

flights from/to Russia, but people did not follow them because people needed resumption of 

direct flights. He added that two currently jailed public figures - ex-President Saakashvili and 

Director of opposition-affiliated Mtavari TV, Nika Gvaramia – were planning a revolution in a 

leaked phone call. 

- Another propagandist explained the active support of the US towards opposition by claiming that 

current government turned out not to be willing to pursue the US interests in Georgia – hence, 

the US wants to bring back the UNM government which will carry out any order from the US 

be it opening of the second front against Russia or anything else. 

For Georgian propagandists Russia is a role-model of a big state: 

- According to pro-Russian propagandist, Russia helped Georgia regain Adjara, Guria and 

Samtskhe-Javakheti regions, and without Russia Georgia would not exist today; Russia also 

helped Georgian population to increase and if Russia has done some bad to Georgia, Russia has 

done much more good. He added that Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia has not done anything 

good to Georgia, on the contrary – taken away territory, and therefore, Russia is a sole state that 

has done much good for Georgia. 

- Another propagandist argued that pro-Western society should not be cheering the collapse of 

Russia because in that case there would be 50 Russia instead of one. 

- Member of the pro-Russian Conservative Movement argued that Russia’s aim is not conquer or 

geopolitics (but added that he does not justify Russia’s actions), but Russia prefers to have warm 

relations, alliances, and benefit from this, including vis-à-vis Georgia. He claimed based on this 

assumption that Georgia should form good relations with Russia and end the regime of constant 

confrontation, and not be a headache for Russia in the South Caucasus. However, the West is 

trying to sabotage this process and not even let the normalisation of relations between Russia 

and Georgia to be in the agenda, on the contrary – the West is trying to conduct destructive 

actions in Georgia with the hands of its agents in Georgia. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/3067582366718856
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajxGoJloacU
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/283024890733688
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/283024890733688


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Propaganda continues to blame the West of using Ukraine as a polygon: 

- According to Shatberashvili, Ukraine is governed by Nazi and fascist government with the 

leadership of clown Zelensky who is leading Ukrainian people and nation to the full genocide. 

Propagandists were dissatisfied by Georgian government not saying this publicly. 

- Member of the pro-Russian Conservative Movement stated that what Ukraine has done in 

regards to Euro-structures has led to war, but the EU and NATO are not doing anything except 

providing weaponry, turning Ukraine into a military polygon. Hence, he argued that Georgia 

should say no to Euro-structures, i.e., NATO and the EU. 

- According to an anti-Western clergyman, Ukraine has never helped Georgia. Another 

propagandist suggested that the only thing that Georgia and Ukraine have in common is colour 

revolutions organised by George Soros and his institutions. 

- Pro-Russian Alt-Info’s anchor claimed that Zelensky is a traitor of Ukraine, but he does belong 

to Ukrainian nation but was rather imposed by external forces – he is not Ukrainian neither by 

his ethnicity, nor religion because he is not Orthodox believer – therefore, is actively fighting 

against Orthodox church in Ukraine and is laughing on the deaths of Ukrainians and Russians 

together with the US authorities. 

- According to disinformation, Minsk Accords were only a tool for the West to win time to prepare 

Ukraine for war. During this time, Poroshenko was bombing his own people – something that 

Putin is talking about now, but the West has ignored the deaths of children and women. 

Propagandist also justified the annexation of Crimea with this false narrative – Russia annexed 

Crimea after Poroshenko declared war on its people and the population was in danger, leaving 

no choice to Russia. 

- Propaganda asserts that despite the mainstream media portraying 2014 demonstrations in 

Ukraine as peaceful, in reality it was a military coup d’état with the support of the US 

administration. 

- Alt-Info’s another anchor stated that when Blinken responded to Russian demands in December 

2021, the US effectively told Russia that they will not take into account the interests of Russia 

and the issues enshrined in the documents of OSCE and the UN. 

- Pro-Russian propagandist claimed that the raids in Belgorod do not suggest that Russia is 

weakened, but it indicates that Ukraine was trying to divert the attention from the fall of 

https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/263535509664203
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/283024890733688
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/798874888320429
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ppu1UamJ18


 
 

 

Bakhmut (same interpretation of the Belgorod raids has been identified on several occasions), 

and also Russia needed justification for deepening its operation into Dnepropetrovsk after 

Donetsk would be fully captured. He also stated that the possibility of Ukraine taking back its 

territories that it previously had is 0% as that would only be possible if Russia will collapse 

because Russia has annexed those territories unlike Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions. 

- Propagandist Clergyman stated that the Church was destroyed in Ukraine by a systemic attack 

which led to the destruction of the state, and the liberal West is fighting against Church in 

Georgia with the same aim – to then drag Georgia into the war with Russia, like Ukraine. 

Propaganda against the EU: The West is an enemy of Georgia that aims to drag Georgia into the war 

with Russia 

- Propaganda sources were disseminating a false dilemma – integration into the EU and NATO by 

saying no to Georgia’s occupied territories of Abkhazia and Tskhinvali region or abandoning the 

path or European and Euro-Atlantic integration and negotiating with Moscow on solving the 

problem of occupied regions. 

- According to propaganda, today Georgia does not have any friends because 27 EU member states, 

the ambassadors of which rushed into the cabinet of Minster of Economics Davitashvili and 

demanded sanctioning Russia, cannot be considered friends; on the contrary – they are enemies 

as they want to drag Georgia into the war. 

- Alt-Info also argued that currently focus should be on explaining to the society that the West is 

no longer (but has not been previously too) Georgia’s partner, on the contrary – the West is an 

enemy of Georgia that aims to drag Georgia into the war with Russia. 

- Another propagandist suggested that if the EU was good, the UK would not have exited. He also 

claimed that the Soviet Union was better because the EU/the West wants to control every day to 

day aspects of internal affairs of Georgia. 

- According to pro-Russian Alt-Info, the talk about the EU’s intention to strengthen the 

mechanism of suspension of visa-free travel is linked to the issue of 12 priorities – when the 

situation concerning the implementation of the 12 priorities escalates in the autumn, it is highly 

likely that the EU cancels visa-free travel. 

- One propagandist suggested that the EU cannot decide on granting Georgia a candidate status as 

the real decision-maker is the US. 

- According to Alt-Info, if the EU wants stability in Georgia, it would grant Georgia a candidate 

status to end the conflict inside Georgia concerning the EU membership candidacy, but the EU 

https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/3067582366718856
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/3067582366718856
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/283024890733688
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/3067582366718856
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oKYnZ_WGtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8Mq3pDxlS4
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/798874888320429
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX3rEYdjRTs
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX3rEYdjRTs
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/263535509664203


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

is not doing it as they are using it as a leverage to keep afloat the destructive forces by which the 

collective West desires to change the government in Georgia through a revolution. 

- Alt-Info argued that when Croatia was joining the EU it was forced to give up all national 

interests, including regarding ethnic minorities and vis-à-vis Serbia. This led to Croatia losing its 

influence in the Balkans. According to propaganda, same would have happened regarding 

Georgia – forcing Georgia to give up all its interests. Contrary to Croatia, nobody needs Georgia’s 

accession to the EU as they are already achieving their interest regarding Georgia, which is 

keeping tensions with Russia. 

- Another propagandist claimed on Alt-Info that due to geographic considerations, NATO and the 

EU accession is and has always been out of question for Georgia – the aim of the West regarding 

Georgia is joining the war against Russia. 

Propaganda against the US focuses on the US agents in Georgia and claims the US has “spiritually 

occupied” Georgia: 

- Propaganda claimed that the US wants a war in Georgia and is staging provocations to this end – 

the plot of dragging Georgia into the war with Russia is the following: damaging Russian citizens 

in Georgia which would lead to a response from Russia and Russia’s response would create a 

sentiment in Georgia to fight against Russia. 

- According to a propagandist, the US and its allies are not interested in restoration of Georgia’s 

territorial integrity. If Georgia is united by the permit of Russia’s administration Georgia will 

lose its value as a satellite of the US, that, according to disinformation, is used to provoke Russia 

to the detriment of Georgia, without the US defending or actually helping Georgia. 

- Pro-Russian anchor of Sezoni TV declared the US as the biggest enemy of Georgia as Washington 

is destroying Georgia by opposing normal relations with Russia which would result of creation 

of jobs and increase of Georgian farmers’ production. The respondent – anti-Western clergyman 

– added that no empire has ever done more evil in the world than the US. 

- The same clergyman stated that the US is implementing a policy of genocide of Georgians – first, 

the US provoked a war in Abkhazia in the 1990s with the hands of the CIA agent Shevardnadze 

in order to cause animosity between Georgians and Abkhazians and Georgians and Russians, 

which forced Georgia, a small nation, to seek support of the US, making Georgia a vassal state of 

the US. Another propagandist also suggested that Shevardnadze was a CIA agent who helped the 

https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/283024890733688
https://vk.com/video/@altinfo1?z=video-211896348_456244330%2Fclub211896348%2Fpl_-211896348_-2
https://www.facebook.com/106617162108748/videos/3067582366718856
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8Mq3pDxlS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsv4_41-DmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsv4_41-DmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4qU7RqBs60


 
 

 

US fulfill its plans by 120% [during his tenure as FM of USSR], and it was the reason he was 

brought into power in Georgia. 

- According to a propagandist, the US order to the UNM-supporters and agents is Georgia to open 

a second front against Russia, which the US has presented as an ultimatum to Georgian 

government. According to the propagandist, the US is also seeking opening a second front in the 

Central Asia. 

- Propagandist claimed that the US-financed and controlled agents in Georgia are blackmailing a 

well-known priest Father Shalva Kekelia, and force him to support them. The propagandist 

further claimed that the US-controlled gay-mafia is engaged in every field and body, especially 

in the ministry of education which represents a nest of the agents of the UNM and LGBT agents. 

- Pro-Russian anchor continued the same narrative by claiming that the US has achieved with its 

agents in Georgia something that no Georgia’s historical enemy could not – conduct Georgia’s 

spiritual occupation. He also claimed that the US and its agents oppressed Georgia for more than 

30 years, killing patriots and leaders of national movement [not referring to the political party], 

such as Guram Sharadze and ordered torture of Georgian prisoners during Saakashvili’s rule in 

order to destroy Georgians – an aim that continues with inertia even today. He vowed that when 

the US will run from Georgia, every of its agent will not be able to fly away with it, as it happened 

in Vietnam, Afghanistan and Syria. 

Alt-Info hosts prominent American propagandist Scott Ritter, here are the main points: 

- Russia is a big country, or rather, the biggest country on earth, with huge natural resources and 

an economy – all of which make it a huge power in the world. That is why the US tried to bring 

Russia to its knees.  

- The US’s attempt to bring Russia to its knees is the reason of the creation and existence of NATO. 

- NATO does not exist to protect Georgia. NATO used Ukraine and does not protect it when it is 

being destroyed. NATO will try to use Georgia in the same way. 

- Georgia and especially Ukraine were part of a plan to destroy Russia. The US is not interested in 

Georgia at all and will not put its soldiers in danger because of Georgia, but will use Georgia to 

weaken Russia. 

- NATO and the US are not helping Georgia to get its territories back. Instead of working on 

bringing Georgia closer to the Ossetians and Abkhazians, they decided to open a second front in 

Georgia against Russia, the results of which would be the total destruction of Georgia – not 

something what a friend does to a friend. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oKYnZ_WGtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4qU7RqBs60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8Mq3pDxlS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX3rEYdjRTs
https://www.facebook.com/100083108721638/videos/644404920868946/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXZwFKBrHP6p9U3jiRIfnS319fAsC8Z45gkKXAPcIyYMOe_xK6bzSAVhLS0Wh4tMTMvmwpSj53f-Rv6IiFt2q0LEzG8dRsMnRSmcooehwNesmc7_OUjijnsp3bRX5dNgejqxz2nzvi2YVzOrPqOKhyK&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

- Russia did not want this war, Russia tried to avoid the war by all means. Russia has been asking 

not to sign up to join the Western alliance. Russia supported the territorial integrity of Ukraine, 

Russia tried until the last minute to solve this problem peacefully, but when all options for 

peaceful solution of the problem were exhausted, Russia entered Ukraine and conducts a special 

military operation, the purpose of which was to bring Ukraine to the negotiating table. 

- The West is currently demanding adoption of Western values from Georgia that go against 

Georgian traditional values, thus endangering the security and survival of the country, and the 

loss of national identity. 

- The weapons that are given to Ukraine are quite old tanks, and the same Leopard tanks that were 

handed over are removed from the arsenal, they actually do not work.  

- BRICS is expanding: Egypt, Iran, Argentina, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, etc. are the countries that 

want to join, the organisation is growing and becoming a massive economic institution. 

Therefore, Georgians should wake up, realise that their future is not joining the European Union 

and that everybody wants to join BRICS. Georgia’s future is also in BRICS, where a global 

economic relationship is created where everyone is equal, that means multiculturalism, not 

American institutionalism which is taking away from everyone everything that is appropriate 

for America’s needs. 

- Georgia's many years of history with Russia make connection with Russia seem more natural 

than with the European Union or the United States. 

 

 


